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STEP

ROSE VIOLET
The pink line of the Barbiecore trend continues in autumn 
with a little twist: this season’s trend color is Rose Violet, 
which is more icy shade of crimson that looks really hot 
not only in clothes and accessories, but also on nails. If you 
would like to mix it with more neutral shades, choose nude 
or gray colors, but with deep red or other shades of pink you 
can also reach really good combinations.

SILVER BIRCH
Gray is a neutral shade, but life is not only black or white, 
it’s full of many shades in between. This year’s fall-winter 
trend color is Silver Birch, a light gray shade with a touch of 
warm tone. Even within its neutrality, this gray color radiates 
warmth when paired with the right shades. We can make it 
really contrasting with white decorations or by combining 
it with deeper shades or we can make it softer with beige-
nude shades.

TREND COLORS OF

FALL-WINTER
2023

2
STEP

2
STEP

2
STEP

Xtreme 
Fusion

Tiger
Eye

Sens
Flash

Sens Flower
Gel
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Nail set with
ROSE VIOLET and 
SILVER BIRCH shades

Nail set of the catalog cover:
The model’s nail set was made with Xtreme Superior Gel Milky Rose,
Tiger Eye Silk CrystaLac Moon and mini pearls.
Nails: Dóra Doviscsák
Photo: Barbara Veréb
Model: Boglárka Hacsi (Miss World Hungary 2023)

FALL-WINTER 2023Miss World Hungary 2023



Feminine french nails
The nail set was made with the new Sens Flower decor&builder 
gel Baby Pink, Fuchsia and Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Milky Pink. 
(Nails by Barbara Újvári)
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BRAND
NEW!

Baby Pink

BRAND 
NEW!

Fuchsia

BRAND 
NEW!
Violet

BRAND 
NEW!
Violet

BRAND NEW!
SENS FLOWER 
DECOR &
BUILDER GEL
DECORATIVE & BUILDER GEL CONTAINING 
DRIED FLOWERS
Sens’ brand new material group contains dried flowers in the most 
popular shades. The small decorative petals are proportionally mixed in 
the colored glass effect base, which can be combined with milky bases 
(e.g. Sens base Milky White, Sens AcrylGel white) or used alone to achieve 
a special effect. Flower Gel can be used not only for decorative purposes, 
but also for construction to create a durable, strong set.
Bending time in LED: 15-20 seconds
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

BRAND NEW!

FL   WER

FL   WER

NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023
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BRAND
NEW!

Baby Pink

BRAND 
NEW!

Fuchsia

“A really controllable builder gel for long lasting 
nails with a hint of spring flower for winter.”

Újvári Barbara, SENS by Crystal Nails ambassador
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

BRAND NEW!
SENS ’3G’ POLISH 
MAGNETIC FLASH
MAGNETIC REFLECTIVE GEL POLISHES
Sens’ new product line has arrived: the ‘3G’ Polish Magnetic Flash gel polish, 
which is a 3-step gel polish with magnetic, reflective properties. If Sens 
FLASH was your favorite so far, you will love these materials even more! 
Its reflective glitter contains tiny holo particles, so it’s delightful in itself! If 
you magnetize, you don’t need a base color and even the first layer can be 
magnetized. They will bring real magic to the salons!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

BRAND NEW!
Chromirror

Deluxe White
on Sens 3G Polish 

Milky White 2

BRAND NEW!
Chromirror

Deluxe White
on Sens 3G Polish 

Milky Rose 2

BRAND NEW!
SENS 
CHROMIRROR 
DELUXE WHITE
Last year, the Glazed Donut nails made a big success and gained global 
popularity by Hailey Bieber. With the Sens ChroMirror Deluxe chrome 
powder - White, you can achieve a never-before-seen mirror effect on 
any color. It is easy to work with. It contains homogeneous grains, and it is 
available in a decorative jar with a luxurious appearance. Use in the same 
way as our ChroMirror chrome powders. 
CN advice: use acid-free primer before covering with Cool Top Gel for a 
long-lasting effect.

BRAND
NEW!

Magnetic
Flash
Silver

BRAND 
NEW!

Magnetic
Flash
Rose 

BRAND 
NEW!

Magnetic
Flash
Sand 

BRAND 
NEW!

Magnetic
Flash

Chocolate

in bright 
light

In natural 
light

BRAND NEW!

In direct light it may look „just” like 
a high covering gel polish with fine 

glitter, but if the light comes from the 
side or behind, or if we admire the 

nails in a darker environment, then it 
will sparkle dazzlingly, almost every 

glitter particle will light up,
one by one!

CN advice:
Cover it with

two layers of top gel
for a long lasting

effect.

With this Tiger Eye Magnet 
you can create shapes. The 
strong magnet covers the 
whole surface of the nail, 
so you can easily create S, X 
shapes with it. 

RECOMMENDED 
TOOL:
MULTIFORM TIGER 
EYE MAGNET

BRAND NEW!
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BRAND NEW!
Sens Chromirror
Deluxe White

Sparkling sand shade
The nail set was made with the brand new SENS Flash ‘3G 
Polish’ Sand and 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Nr42 
Seed Pearl (by Edina Sikari)

BRAND 
NEW!
Magnetic
Flash
Silver

BRAND NEW!
Magnetic Flash Rose 

BRAND 
NEW!
Magnetic
Flash
Sand 

BRAND NEW!
Magnetic
Flash Chocolate

“These colors will doubly enchant you in the fall/winter season. The combination of 
the beautiful magnetic silk effect and the reflective shine of the flash colors provide 
an unbelievable effect. This special product in 4 new colors will be the biggest star of 
the holidays.”
Ágnes Sebestyén, International Decorating Champion - Paris, multiple Hungarian National Decorating Champion and 

European Champion



NEW!
Milky Pink

NEW!
Greige

NEW!
Peach
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

NEW
COLORS!

NEW COLORS!
XTREME FUSION 
ACRYLGEL
Peach is a delicate, elegant shade that beautifully highlights tanned skin in the fall and 
Indian summer season that you can find in the fall-winter collection of Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel product line. The Milky Pink is the warmer shade of the Milky Rose, which 
appeared in the spring. The Greige is a special combination of gray and beige (grey-
beige) designed for the mood of cooler days.
Non-burning, Xtreme dense, perfectly shapeable and easy-to-file AcrylGel builders. It 
is characterised by the controllability of the gel and the timeless mouldability of the acryl. 
Once it is cured the gel’s fileability and flexibility blend with the strength of the acryl. It can 
be precisely dispensed without loss of material thanks to its tubular packaging. 
The fall shades can be applied even without a base layer.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner. 
Curing time in UV/LED lamp 4-5 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes

BRAND NEW! XTREME 
FUSION ACRYLGEL BRUSH 
WITH SPATULA
Our brand new Xtreme Fusion double-ended brush, specially developed for the Fusion AcrylGel product line, 
has finally arrived.It is a stronger, more durable, high-quality natural hair A6-sized brush with a spatula on the 
other side, so the acrylgel can be applied and processed faster with the help of just one tool.
The rosegold detailed spatula and the pearl white case give this tool an eye-catching look.
Just looking at this brush is an experience, and working with it is perfection itself.

NEW
COLORS!
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Shiny nude

The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel Milky Pink, Renewed White and the new 
ChroMirror Liquid White Pearl shade.
(by Virág Halász)

“The new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel colors can easily be used to 
create the all-time favorite Babyboomer nails.  You can use the 
Xtreme Fusion Renewed White acrylgel to create a beautiful 
gradient.“
Virág Halász, World Champion Bronze Medalist, Olympic Champion; Dublin Triple Gold 
Medalist, Certified Master Educator

New!
Milky
Pink

BRAND NEW!
Spatulás ecset 
Xtreme Fusion 
akrilzseléhez

New!
Greige

New!
Peach
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

New! 3S197
Fiery Red

New! 3S197
Fiery Red

New! 3S198 
Rose Violet

New! 3S198 
Rose Violet

New! 3S199
Burnt Sienna

New! 3S199
Burnt Sienna

New! 3S200
Speedpearl

New! 3S200
Speedpearl

3 STEP CRYSTALAC FALL-
WINTER TREND COLORS
The fall novelties of 3STEP CrystaLac come in the most essential shades: 3S197 is a gorgeous, 
sensual red (which is the professional 3 step equivalent of 1S78), 3S198 and 3S199 are lipstick-like 
colors that perfectly match the colors of the season, and 3S200 is a lighter toned nude, which 
will become the new favorite of natural manicure lovers!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

NEW! SENSUALITY
3 STEP CRYSTALAC SET 
(4X4 ML)
Our fall 3Step CrystaLacs radiate sensuality: the nude shades, the passionate red, 
and lipstick-like tones create an exciting, irresistible collection. The packaging of the 
collection can be turned into a display.

NEW!

NEW! LIMITED!
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New! 3S197
Fiery Red

New! 3S198 
Rose Violet

New! 3S199
Burnt Sienna

New! Sensuality
3 STEP CrystaLac 
kit 

New! 3S200 
Seedpearl

„I love the new fall-winter 
3STEP CrystaLac colors be-
cause they are full of life and 
energy, which makes them 
look good on all hands. They 
reflect the mood of the sea-
son very well, match my clot-
hes, so they always brighten 
my day!”

Edina Sikari, 
Four-time Nail 
Camp Master, 
Ukrainian 
Champion, 
Winner of winner 
Marseille
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

New!
Moon

New!
Heather

New!
Dust Rose

New!
Cinnamon

NEW COLORS! - 
TIGER EYE SILK 
CRYSTALAC 
SILK EFFECT TIGER EYE CRYSTALAC
Tiger Eye Silk has the powerful magnetism of Infinity, but as the classic 
Tiger Eye, it is effective even without a base color. All colors contain 
white light magnetic particles, so when magnetized on 3 sides, the 
surface becomes silky. After the brighter colors of the summer, this 
collection includes more refined tones, which harmonize with each 
other, so they can even be applied on the guest’s nails as a set!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

TWO-HEADED
EXTRA STRONG
TIGER EYE MAGNET
Two-headed Tiger Eye magnet 
with thicker, extra strong mag-
nets

NEW
COLORS!

CN advice:
use any of our

(double-sided or 
multiform) magnets!

BRAND NEW!
Moon

With this Tiger Eye Magnet you can 
create shapes. The strong magnet co-
vers the whole surface of the nail, so 
you can easily create S, X shapes with it. 

MULTIFORM TIGER 
EYE MAGNET

RECOMMENDED 
TOOLS:
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Silky elegance
The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel 
Greige, Tiger Eye Silk Moon and tendril pattern nail stickers 
(by Ágnes Sebestyén)

“Tiger Eye mania has been popular 
for years. I’m happy that the light 
colors also arrived for fall-winter 
season. This year is full of glitter 
and all that shines. The Tiger Eye 
Silk gel polishes are very easy to 
use. They cover even in one layer, 
so we only need a magnet.”

BRAND 
NEW!
Heather

BRAND 
NEW!

Dust Rose

BRAND 
NEW!
Cinnamon

Dóra Doviscsák 
(Dorci), Hand Care 
and Nail Designer 
Instagram 
influencer
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

NEW COLORS! - 2 
STEP SMARTGUMMY 
RUBBER BASE GEL
“THE RUBBERY COMPACT BASE GEL”
New, innovative Base Gel, characterized by extremely easy spreadability, 
high flexibility and strong adhesion. The creation of a smooth surface is easy 
tocreate, because this material is easily smooths out and all of the unevenness 
quickly disappears from the surface. It holds the C-curve well, meanwhile it 
does not fl ow easily in the nail fold, that provides a great help for those who 
originally likes to work with medium soft materials. It provides also a fast work 
flow with only a few corrective movements necessary. Its flexibility makes 
this material stand out among all Base Gels, making it extremely resistant, it 
adapts to all kinds of movements of the natural nail, so it stands the possible 
mechanical influences better than its counterparts. It is at the top of the Base 
Gels’ adhesion order. After curing, the surface stays sticky. Use the Cool Top Gel 
as a top gel. 
The autumn SmartGummy collection includes a hot darker shade of red 
(Nr36), a pure brown (Nr40), a special ivory color (Nr44), lighter and darker 
shades of gray (Nr45, Nr46) and a beautiful shade of nude ( Nr41), because there 
is never enough nude! All colors can be perfectly varied with other material 
groups of the season, but the end result is eye-catching if you combine them 
with the new Tiger Eye Silk colors or the SENS MAGNETIC FLASH gel polishes.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

New! Nr36
Fiery Red

New! Nr42 
Seedpearl

New! Nr40
Hot Fudge

New! Nr46
Lava Smoke

New! Nr37 
Burnt Sienna

New! Nr43 
Antique  Rose

New! Nr41
Doe

New! Nr47
Persian Jewel

New! Nr38 
Rose Violet

New! Nr44
Silver Birch

New! Nr39
Red Dahlia

New! Nr45
Nimbus Cloud

SMART: it crawls into its place 
automatically, then slips into the 

surface 
GUMMY: because it’s fl exible, rubbery 

RUBBER BASE: you can use it as a 
base or refi ll your nails and also you 

can create the C-curve but do not 
build a long nail on form with this 

product. Use the Compact product 
line or the Elasty Hardener Gel

or the SENS base&builder
range for that.

SMARTGUMMY
RUBBER BASE

NEW
COLORS!

Remember: The 
SmartGummy Rubber 

Bases are recommended 
for fingertip-length, 

mini-length nails. You 
can replace the base 
gel + 2 layers of color 

technique to speed up 
your salon work.
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Autumn harmony
The nail set was made with the new 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel Nr37 
Burnt Sienna and Nr38 Rose Violet shades with the new autumn pattern nail 
stickers. (by Dóra Kesztyűs)

“The 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel collection has been expanded with 
beautiful colors. I love this material, because I can quickly make the C-shaped nail 
reinforcement with it, and it’s also gives the color of the nail, so I save time with it.
This product line will be my favorite in the fall season as well.”
Dóra Kesztyűs, Olympic Gold Medalist, Five-time Olympic Silver Medalist, Nail Camp

Elite Master
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

NEW COLORS!
ROYAL TOP GEL
COLOR AND SHINE IN ONE GEL!
Royal Top Gel is a creamy, easy-spreading material, the softer version of Royal 
Gels in bottle packaging, which will become the new favorite of professionals. 
It covers in one layer, so it is faster to work with. It will be a pleasure to apply the 
colors to the nail surface. Non-fixing, non-dissolving, colored gel in a bottle. The 
Royal Top Gels make our work easier even in autumn with basic shades that can 
be used by everyone (nude, red, burgundy and a navy blue).
CN advice: Apply a very thin layer on top of artificial nails or on reinforced gel 
polish nails.
Curing time in UV 3 minutes, in LED 2 minutes.

New!
RT09

Antique Rose

New!
RT10

Fiery Red 

New!
RT11

Red Dahlia

Milky Rose

New!
RT12

Persian Jewel 

Milky White

COMPACT BASE GEL - 
MILKY SHADES
IN ECONOMICAL PACKAGING!
The Milky materials are still among the guests’ favorite materials, they have 
been leaders in the list of colors for years, so within the Compact product line, 
after Clear and Cover Pink from now the Milky Rose and Milky White shades are 
also available in economical, large packaging.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

NEW 
COLORS!

If the material settles
or separates

while longstanding,
due to its density do not 

shake it, just stir it
in the bottle with
a wooden stick.

USAGE:
You can enhance its shine

by using a top gel.
It can be used on any base, 

but on gel polish only
if the applied base gel

is suitable for the 
strengthening

technique.

CN advice:
a professional brush 

set is available for this 
size, which helps with 

the reinforced gel 
polish technique.

NEW 
PACKAGING!

New! RT10
Fiery Red
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Matte shades

The nail set was made with the 
new Royal Top Gel RT11 and RT12 
(by Dóra Kesztyűs)

“The fall shades of Royal Top Gels perfectly match the autumn trends of 2023 and they really 
come to life on the nails. The red and burgundy colors evoke passion and energy for me, which we 
really need in the melancholic season of fall. The beige color brings naturalness and elegance, and 
the dark blue brings sophistication with a touch of wildness. Who chooses from these shades for 
a nail set, will radiate explosive confidence, which will brighten up the days.”

Anna Zsíros, @nailcocktail, Insta nail influencer

New! RT09
Antique Rose

New!
RT11
Red Dahlia

Milky Rose

New! RT12
Persian Jewel

Milky White



NEW COLORS! CHROMIRROR LIQUID - LIMITED!
After the great summer success of ChroMirror Liquid, we have also brought you our 
revolutionary new product from two of our other most popular ChroMirror powders: 
White Pearl and Fine Aurora. 
Usage: 
1. Prepare the nails as usual with the chosen color. 
2. Apply a thin layer of ChroMirror Liquid with its brush to a non-fixing surface (e.g. Cool 
Top, Royal Top Gel) cured for 30-60 seconds - while it is warm -, then immediately rub it 
in with your finger or an ombre sponge until it has a mirror effect. 
3. Dust with a soft brush, apply acid-free primer to the edges, then cover with a flexible 
top gel (e.g. Cool Top Gel) and cure in UV/LED lamp. Be careful! It’s as liquid as the AuqaInk, 
so use an AquaInk holder to store it. 
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES

Playful blue nails
The nail set was made with the new 2 STEP 
SmartGummy Rubber Base Gel Nr 46 Lava Smoke 
and the new Ombre Spray, the CN-03 nail sticker.
(by Dóra Kesztyűs)

NEW COLORS! OMBRE SPRAY 
In fall season, our well-known ombre spray 
decorative powders arrive in fabulous shimmering 
shades. With its unique, patented bottle, you can 
easily create ombre nails for your guests. The new 
collection will also be suitable for the holiday season. 
As in the spring season, the Ombre Spray is sold in a 
special patented bottle, the 14 ml bottle contains 5 g 
of material to achieve a nice spreading.

New!
#10

New!
#12

New!
#11

New!
#13

New!
#14

New!
White Pearl
white base

New!
White Pearl
black base

New!
White Pearl
on pink base

New!
Fine Aurora
white base

New!
Fine Aurora
on pink base

New!
Fine Aurora
black base

NEW 
COLORS!

It evaporates,
so keep it closed 
until you use it!

CN Advice:
It is important to 

keep clean the neck 
of the bottle, so that 

the cap can close 
properly, otherwise 

the material may 
evaporate.

LIMITED!

NEW 
COLORS!

CN advice:
For a homogeneous

application,
shake the bottle 

from time to time
during application!



NEW! NAIL STICKERS
Among our fall nail stickers you can find three self-adhesive sheets, including one with a 3D effect, but you can also find two 3D water-
based stickers with autumn motifs, shiny gold details, an inscription type (hyped up) for the coolest guests and a sheet full of patterns 
for creating more refined style sets.
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES

CN nail sticker
(CN-01)

Opium Bellissima

CN nail sticker
(CN-02)

CN nail sticker
(CN-03)

CN water decal
Hyped up

CN water decal
3D Warm hugs

NAIL CARE OIL 
Our fall season nail care oils are inspired by popular 
perfumes, they lend a long-lasting, sexy, captivating 
scent for freshly manicured hands.

NEW!

LIMITED!

LIMITED!

NEW!

NEW! MANICURE SET-BASIC:
With Crystal Nails Basic Manicure Set, your manicure will always be perfect. 
Its elegant and practical black case contains the following devices:
• nail clippers
• cuticle scissors
• cuticle lifter/scraper
• file

With its help,
a complete manicure 

can be done in seconds, 
either at home

or during our travels.

FROM 
OCTOBER

NEW!



NEW! NOLIMIT UVLED LAMP
NEW POSSIBILITIES IN A SMALL BODY,
INCREASE THE BOUNDARIES TO THE INFINITY.
Our long-awaited small UVLED device enchants you with its lightness and incredibly practical 
design. With its flexible, 360° adjustable stainless steel neck and completely open design, it 
offers you options that were very difficult to implement without it, or that you didn’t even think 
about. It keeps the adjusted head and neck position fixed, also it does not move thanks to its 
weighted stand. With its powerful small UVLED bulb, it is excellent for flash curing.

For which techniques do we recommend it?
For all techniques where it is important that the applied material does not move. The device 
is specifically designed for flash curing, not for complete curing. Excellent for TIP decoration 
techniques or any future technique or material, the range of possibilities is endless, e.g.: Reverse 
TIP, half Reverse TIP, Gel TIP, various decorative techniques, etc.

So how to use it?
Cure the selected material in the new NOLIMIT UVLED lamp for the desired time, then when the 
material no longer moves, put it in your desktop UVLED lamp for complete curing.

What else?
With its small size, it only takes up a small space on the table, for traveling and courses, it is 
enough to fold, it easily fits even in a small bag. Thanks to its battery, you can use it wirelessly 
for up to 2 hours, so you can be even more mobile with it. With its completely open design, the 
head part can be accessed from any angle, so it is easy to working with even with two-handed 
techniques or tools. Feel free to try it.
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Features:
Power: max. 10W

• Low performance
• UVLED bulb: 1pc

• Light wavelength: 365+405nm
• Control: Push button

• Timing: 60 seconds and continuous operation
• Charging time: max. 1.5 hours
• Operating time: max. 2 hourS

 (without wires, when fully charged)
• Other extras: 360° flexible neck, wireless use.

• Accessories: USB-C cable.

From the end 
of September

Wireless,
battery

operated

360°
adjustable 

flexible neck

NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

NO LIMIT UV/LED LAMP

An excellent choice for medium-intensity, 
everyday use.
Who do we recommend?
It is a medium-intensity device designed for 
everyday use, so it can withstand medium 
use in the long term. It is not suitable for full 
curing of large surfaces and materials, as well 
as for bending. An excellent choice for both 
beginners and experienced professionals.
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NEW SHAPES! GEL TIP BOX
The gel tip is a revolutionary innovation that ensures quick and 
easy work in salons. The latest development of the gel tips 
is the thinned shape in the direction of the back skin fold, 
which is thinner and more flexible, thus enabling a more 
precise fit. Stick the preformed gel-based Xtreme Gel tip on 
the prepared nail with the extra thick Gel Tip Glue. It doesn’t 
require more builder material. Flat C-curve nails can be made 
with it. Despite its thinness, it is extremely durable and can be 
filled in the usual way with any material.

XTREME GEL TIP BOX -
MEDIUM - MODERN ALMOND

120 PCS
THE BOX CONTAINS:

10 pcs of the following sizes
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,

and 20-20 pcs
of the more popular sizes,
such as size 5 and size 6.

XTREME CN GEL TIP BOX – 
LONG - BALLERINA

120 PCS
THE BOX CONTAINS:

 10 pcs of the following sizeS
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,

and 20-20 pcs
of the more popular sizes,
such as size 5 and size 6.

XTREME CN GEL TIP BOX - 
LONG - ALMOND

120 PCS
THE BOX CONTAINS:

10 pcs of the following sizes
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

and 20-20 pcs
of the more popular sizes,
such as size 4 and size 5.

NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

NOVELTIES

CN advice:
Use the new No Limit lamp for 

curing. Base Gel is recommended. 
It should not be pushed 

completely up to the nail fold. 
After curing, file the resulting 

edge, file the nail with a buffer 
and continue with the design

of your choice!

Try and combine
our novelties

-
They will speed up

your salon work

NEW
SHAPES!

Xtend your
possibilities



NEW! HAND, FOOT AND BODY CARE 
LOTIONS
AMBER, CASHMERE - LIMITED
SKIN CARE CREAM CONTAINING JOJOBA OIL, COCOA BUTTER AND 
VITAMINS WITH EXTRACTS OF NETTLE, ROSEMARY AND ALOE 
VERA.
Sweeter, warmer perfume scents for cooler days. With the arrival 
of colder weather, our skin can easily dry out. The new member of 
the Crystal Nails product range, Cashmere Intense, which carries 
vanilla fragrance notes, is an excellent choice in the fight against 
the adversities of nature. It not only deeply hydrates and makes the 
skin cashmere soft, but also contributes to a good mood on autumn 
days. Amber Intense, which carries oriental fragrance notes is an 
excellent choice for those who love the spicy, powdery scents and 
the feeling of luxury. Like the other members of the product line, it 
intensively nourishes the skin and ensures long-lasting softness. It 
absorbs quickly, so it doesn’t leave a greasy feeling.
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES

NEW! XTREME CUTICLE 
REMOVER 
The newest Xtreme Cuticle Remover 
removes skin stuck around the cuticle even 
more effectively. After approx. 1 minute of 
exposure time, excess skin can be removed 
without scissors (for certain skin types) with 
a skin scraper. It has an alkaline effect, so 
do not leave it on the skin for more than 5 
minutes, it must be washed off.

NEW! XTREME RIDGE 
FILLER 
Our new Xtreme Ridge Filler base coat 
comes in a beautiful milky shade, it 
can also be used as a base coat, since it 
effectively fills the unevenness of the 
nail. It forms a completely smooth surface 
and eliminates the defects og the nailplate. 
It dries quickly.

NEW! XTREME 
MATTE TOP COAT
A very fast-drying matt topcoat, 
which will be an excellent 
partner for long-lasting matte 
effect nail polishing.

LIMITED!NEW!

For professional use 
only. Contains alkali. 
Avoid contact with 

eyes. Can cause 
blindness. Keep away 

from children.

NEW! NEW! NEW!
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NOVELTY! FALL-WINTER 2023

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES

1 4

BRAND NEW! GEL EFFECT NAIL STICKERS 
With the new Crystal Nails Gel Effect nail polish stickers you can create spectacular and trendy nails extremely quickly and easily.
1 package contains a mini file for the necessary adjustments and 20 nail polish stickers so that anyone can easily find the right size 
for their own nails.
It is very easy to use, follow the 4 steps below for quick and easy application:

BRAND NEW!CN advice:
To increase durability, 

cover with the following 
top coat: High Shine, 

Weekly TopCoat, UV top 
coat, 2in1 Base&Coat.

Clean and deg-
rease the nails 
thoroughly for 
good adhesion. 2

Choose a sticker, approx. 0.5 mm narrower 
than your natural nail. Once you have found 
the right size, pull it off the carrier and fit the 
nail sticker on the nail plate, close to the nail 
folds. 3 Carefully press the 

nail polish sticker onto 
the surface of the nail 
with smoothing mo-
vements, thus preven-
ting wrinkles.

Using the file, care-
fully file the excess 
nail polish sticker, 
holding it at a 45° 
angle.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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FALL-WINTER 2023

BEST
OF

1

2

Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel
Cover Pink

Wedding 3 STEP
CrystaLac kit
(4x4ml)

In rosegold 
design jar

4x4ml

This year, our product range has been 
expanded with new ingredients and 
exciting developments. Let’s see 
what were the absolute favorites 
of the spring-summer season! Feel 
free to combine them even with our 
fall-winter novelties!



3
4

5
6
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Ombre spray 
#01 5g

Chromirror Liquid
Fine Aurora Sun

3 STEP
CrystaLac
2023 color
of the year
Viva Magenta

2 STEP SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel
Nr14 Milky Rose 8ml



THE NAIL INNOVATOR

NEW!  2024 CALENDAR COVER
WITH GOLDEN SHINY DETAILS
Weekly scheduled 2024 calendar covers in three designs. Everyone will find their favorite among our 
golden-foiled, elegant, modern-looking calendars, in which you can schedule your appointments 
for the year 2024 from the middle of September. They are made of super soft textile leather. They 
have a patent lock and a pen holder. Business cards and appointment cards can also be stored in its 
practical inner pockets! Due to their size, they fit in most women’s bags, so you can fix your guest’s 
next appointment at any time. All three in 117 x 185 mm size.
Our calendars help you not to get lost in the whirlwind of everyday life!

ATTENTION:
The calendar covers 
and the inner pages 
can be purchased 

separately!

New! Black flower New! Black gold New! Smoky pink

LIMITED!
FROM THE 
MIDDLE OF 

SEPTEMBER


